
Notes from “Deep Dive” on the Topic of Adolescent Observation

Denver, Colorado 

On  October 20, 2018 at the First Adolescent Colloquium in Denver Colorado, a group of talented Montessorians were 
assembled to aid in the development of content for the first sanctioned AMI Adolescent training. There were young 
and old skilled practitioners lending their experiences to structured conversations, aptly named “Deep Dives”.   

Our topic was "observation" but after our discussions, you can see that we have modified that to "scientific 
observation". Our group was made up both of people who intentionally chose this topic, and those who left the 

selection up to fate. And I think because of that, it seems we were able to have a truly robust conversation. The 
participants were: Ben Moudry, Juan Cordova, Tina Booth, Grae Baker, Jacqui Miller, Katy Myers, Kate Barrack, Rachel 
Balkcom, Ali Scholes, and myself, Paul Raymond. 

Introduction

Initially, several of us thought “Observation"? We know how to do this. We're Montessorians. It's what we do. How will we discuss 
this for five hours?" But as we dug into this topic, we came to some rather stunning conclusions about the nature of observation 
in the third plane, some of which tie deeply into a later discussion regarding the increased need for social justice and a more 
immediate recognition of our individual privileges. 

Dr. Montessori was very clear about our task. "Education is an aid to life." And how we manifest that work is through the process 

of observation. 

Observe first, respond second. 

But observation does not occur in a vacuum. We all exist within a culture and society and we must recognize our individual 
biases before attempting to analyze our observations. Additionally, we must remember that we, ourselves, are a material of the 
prepared environment. 

In the first plane, we teach young children, explicitly, how to observe the work of others; how to stand, how to look. In the third 
plane, no such explicit lesson exists. Yet, when we spoke to our student guest at the colloquium, her responses revealed that 
while she was not aware that she had become a good observer, it was a fundamental skill she had acquired anyway. 

In that regard, our discussions led us to profound realizations about the nature of observation during the third plane, how it 
connects to the Human Tendencies, and how, because we are a material in the environment, the skill of observation looks quite 

different when considering adolescents who are now capable of metacognition. Observation with adolescents is no longer a 
one-way mirror, and our work with them, must change us as well. 

So while our process is scientific, the effect is also a spiritual one that will inevitably alter the adult. Most fittingly, at the end of 
our discussion, Tina shared this beautiful quote: 

"The first step in becoming a Montessori teacher is to shed omnipotence and to become a joyous observer. If the teacher can 
really enter into the joy of seeing things being born and growing under his own eyes and clothe himself in the garment of 
humility, many delights are reserved for him that are denied to those who assume infallibility and authority in front of the class" 
(To Educate the Human Potential 85) 



The Nature of Observation During the Third Plane

We observe to see and know 

• Concentration 
• Deviations 

• Appropriateness of the work tasks available to students 

• Root causes of behaviors 

• Manifestations of student needs 

• Expression of the human tendencies 
Then we: 

• Respond!  

• Remove obstacles!  

• Change the environment.  

• Change ourselves. 

GUIDING QUOTES 

Pg 356 “ So here begins the new path, where it will not be the professor who teaches the child, but the child who teaches the 
professor.”  

Pg 355: “The purpose of this book is…from repression to collaboration with nature” 

Pg 365 “One of the facts that made our first schools remarkable was the disappearance of these defects...thus the defects are 
revealed as not real but acquired characteristics” 

Pg 357 “The task of the teacher becomes that of preparing a series of motives of cultural activity, spread over a specially 
prepared environment, and then refraining from obtrusive interference. Human teachers can only help the great work that is 
being done, as servants help the master. Doing so, they will be witnesses to the unfolding of the human soul and to the rising of 
a New Man who will not be the victim of events, but will have the clarity of vision to direct and shape the future of human 
society.”  

Molly, Pg 57 “Constant attention must be given to the point of contact between the child and the environment so that we are 
ever conscious of our role in facilitating that most important interaction that will allow the child’s potential to unfold.” 

THOUGHTFUL QUESTIONS: 

If we are observing behavior to inform the preparation of environment for young people, what are we doing to prepare 
the environment?  

What needs to be fixed in the environment to remove barriers?  

If access and opportunity to freely act on the environment, what is it that each young person needs? 

From both lenses: why are they engaged? How can I keep that going? OR why are they not engaged and what obstacles 
can I remove? 

Many observers in the environment.  What are we doing with that information. How and when are we having the 
conversations about our observations?  

What do we do with our observations? 



GROUP COMMENTARY &  REFLECTIONS 

Our work is scientific pedagogy -- observation is the cornerstone of our practice. Observation is fundamental to the Montessori 
methodology. We are scientists. Observation is a skill of a scientist. The framework given in the primary and elementary level 
training, that we can use to inform adolescent observation. 

Montessori “style” observation is  

• not passive, but active;  
• not judgmental, but objective.  

• not general, but meticulous and specific 

• not hurried, but incorporated train of thought/freewriting style of recording 

• written and later reflected upon; analysis may not necessarily immediately follow, more observation is often 
needed. 

• Not brief, but long enough for the adult observing to become almost invisible 

To help us have a new vision, we accept that the skill of observation looks quite different when considering adolescents. 

If we’re going to empower adolescents to hone their own power of observation, we do this ourselves. We refrain from 
interference. 

Our task is to provide more opportunities for self-reflection of the adolescent, engendering comfort in tolerating ambiguity, 
expanding the power of metacognition. Teaching how to observe your impact on someone else. 

We allow observations to change the observer.  We respond with the adaptive nature of the environment.  We remember that 

the environment as wholistic (emotional, intellectual, etc.).  

Observing the impact on someone else.  

Distinct Characteristics of the Adolescent to Observe

• A deeper need for individual role in the world 

• Their community of interest is more broad 
• Deeper empathy--even without personal relevance 
• More objective sense of reality and social relations 

• More accepting of peer to peer relations 

• The zeal to create social justice is great 

• Learning includes higher metacognition, synthesis, application, meaning 

Physical Changes 

• hormonal activity, reproduction 

• sexual maturity – attraction to the opposite sex another person 

• rapid growth & weaker health 
• Developmental changes in brain structures and pathways  



Psychological Changes 

• decreased intellectual or academic capacity 

• fragile and volatile emotions 

• may demonstrate impaired judgement – lack foresight 

• very sensitive to criticism 

• values appearance 
• has a strong desire to fit in 

• may suffer from lack of confidence 

• may question and doubt himself and others 

Social Changes 

• gathers in groups by interest 

• may rebel against or question authority 

• has concern for humanity and the world and wishes to contribute 

• developing sexual attraction 

• searches for heroes 

Needs: 

• economic and emotional independence 

• to understand his place in society and history 

• to strengthen self-confidence 
• to investigate sexuality 

• to experiment with personal space 

• love, respect and security 

THOUGHTFUL QUESTIONS: 

To what extent will we be bringing in current research (especially neurobiology) to inform “what we are seeing”  

Relationships give us the opportunity to know what might be root causes and additional factors impacting adolescents.  
Trust.  Non-judgement. How do those characteristics change from 12-15 to 15-18?  

Has anyone graphed concentration at the adolescent level? In what way is concentration graphing transferable to 
adolescents?  

We can observe work choice, initiation, etc. (model of structured, guided and open levels of independence in work 
choices)  Do we document it anywhere?  

We need to observe engagement.  What is engagement? 

If the ideal is to have a residency on a farm, away from family, and no one has that, how do we know what the optimal 
adolescent looks like? Is all we’re doing adjusting terrible environments? In our Montessori pedagogical history, getting at 
the x-factor, if we don’t know who the adolescent is, is that the role of observation? Where is the noble adolescent 



showing up? What’s our responsibility to tune in and observe? Joy, commitment, social justice advocates. Bringing out 

the real potential they have.  

Can we/should we be observing adolescents outside of our environments to gain insights into the 3rd plane? 

“Normalization” -- do we see this integrated adolescent in programs? 

How do we account for environments that are “incompletely prepared?”  There are key characteristics, but they are 
connected to the environments they are in, right? 

If outcomes are based on spontaneous choices in environment with practical elements, if the environment is not 
optimally prepared, are the choices authentic and allowing full development? 

Looking at our graduates: involved in our society as Montessori imagined was possible. How do we incorporate case 
studies? Can we follow kids, success stories? Put to rest some false assumptions about programs and it will give us data 
points to notice differences; what can we learn from that? Goes back to the scientific pedagogy. Need broad data. 

How do we have the time for the observations and conversations necessary to understand? Is the way that we figure it 
out different from how we might in other levels? 

If a young person is “acting out,” disrupting the environment, what’s the reason for it? Connect back to trusted adult to 
find out why.  

Are we observing characteristics or engagement? Both. 

Lack of 3 year cycle can affect as well. Should we expect to see characteristics that we would usually see occur during the 
third year if there is only 2 years ? 

What do we report on at the end of semester? Independence? Is that even appropriate? 

Where does the progress reporting tie in? 

Where does evaluation fit in - where does observation lead to evaluation and communication? Tool for observation - one 

for engagement - workflow and one for what materials students are working with. 

Can we create a tool for engagement in adolescent communities? 

Can a student be in flow when receiving a lesson? Similar to getting a tool - if they are actively receiving information for 
something they are working on and then getting right back to work. 

GROUP COMMENTARY &  REFLECTIONS 

Advisory sessions may be an opportunity for observation distinct to the adolescent (interdisciplinary, interrelated).  

Through observation, we can figure out: is it because of access, because of trauma, because of opportunity.  

Trusting relationships with adolescents and with a team, not taking it personally that some adolescents may talk to adults in 

different ways.  

Observation takes the form of listening. 

The Montessori approach affecting the periphery rather than the center.  Some things come up as a result of observation and 
interactions that touch the center. 



Reaching the ideal … outcomes can be seen with various elements of the prepared environment and ideal environment… Eg if 

you take practical life out of a primary classroom, it would take away important choice in the environment allowing human 
development.  

We don’t work directly on children, we work on environment. Looking holistically, framing as scientists, participant-observer. 
We’re not in it to fix it, we can provide strategies, provide work.  

Participatory-observer in the third plane, transformation we must make ourselves. 

Lots of people have been doing experiments with farms and residential programs and other components, observing, and 
determining if it makes a difference, continuing to optimize development.  

In this training, if we don’t create a methodology of observation, then we’ve wasted our time.  

Widely applicable -- broad enough to be applied in different settings. Public, private, different social opportunities.  

Focus on participant-observer technique: being able to notice if you’re doing it correctly, advise others on it, improve over time. 

Eg you’re an observer not a friend, prepare spiritually and have the technical skills to do it.  

Implication:  Professional development … communication skills … clarity of roles … how much counselor or social worker and 
where is the boundary to bring other adults/professionals in. 

Safety net in a community, where you can speak your truth and then get a response; trauma-informed practices are the space in 
between being a guide and a counselor.  

How can schools become buffers between underserved/historically marginalized communities, not changing the community, 
but giving the young people there the skills to navigate, moving them to a place of hope -- third plane is a possible place to do 
that.  

Surfacing: this an area that must be improved upon for the training.  

What’s the line between counselor and teacher?  

Implication: role of the adult … role of specialists … role of consult with other professionals 

We’re looking for a certain type of engagement that will lead to outcomes we want. 

We don’t see the observable characteristics until HS.  

Cosmic Education: We’re planting seeds and don’t know what’s going to sprout; for adolescents, we engage them in work and 
then later see characteristics.  

Some characters are immutable: physical changes. 

Some characteristics may show up dependent on on size of community. 

Authenticity - not going through the motions through obligations duress or compliance. Demonstrating a sincere interest in the 
activity that they are working on.  

Flow: Might not look calm and peaceful - it might be collaboration - asking adults questions etc but includes the perseverance 

of going back to work once they get their questioned is answered. They may run out the room to get a tool but then they come 
back and get right to work. Remember that there is group flow. The group creating lunch - the students weeding side by side, 
talking and working. The group creating the project for presentation. 

Complementary drive to become and belong. Oriented to a framework for the individual and the community and we need to 
make time to observe both. The individual’s work for the individual and the individual’s work for the community. Personal and/



or larger for the community. Ownership breeds deep engagement. What is the student personally doing to to deeply engage in 

the work and then what is their role in the community that is working on the larger engagement / work. 

Not our goal for students to be in flow all the time. They do need to be engaged. 

1st period: Are students watching the teacher, are they taking notes, are they engaging in conversation relevant to the topic, are 
they asking questions, building on each other’s comments? 

2nd period: Sustained engagement over a period of time. Purposeful productive activity. Observable joy and interest. What are 

they talking about? Consider even closing your eyes. What are they producing? Would they need to be observe often to 
determine if we are seeing similar behavior all the time? How do we develop the larger picture. Are we seeing some process of 
trial and error? Are they checking in with the adult or another peer. (not always but can be an indicator). If you are working with 
maximum effort that you can’t go further without more information and you ask for the lesson - that is a key indicator of 
engagement. Are they doing the same type of work over and over - ex. Is a PowerPoint for the 10th time. (indicator of low 

engagement). Peer teaching - that is a positive indicator.  Are they using the tools that have been provided to support 
independence. Rubrics, materials etc.  

You have to have a long enough 2nd period for this to happen. 

Looking for the manifestation of the human tendencies - are there any obstacles for that ? Do we see students able to fully 
actualize the human tendencies? 

Observe for activated tendencies: Exploration, order, orientation, repetition, communication, imagination, abstraction, work 
manipulation and movement, perfection, concentration, exactness.  

Effective Practices for Observing at the Adolescent Level

GUIDING QUOTES 

“Constant attention must be given to the point of contact between the child and the environment so that we are ever conscious 
of our role in facilitating that most important interaction that will allow the child’s potential to unfold (O'Shaughnessy 57, “The 
observation scientist” NAMTA Journal Vol 41, No 3, 2016) 

“As Montessori educators we must develop the art of observation and become observations artists—both spiritually and 
scientifically. The two must work in concert to fully serve the child” (Davis 58) 

O’Shaughnessey - “we must have the humility of a spiritual observer.” 

O’Shaughnessey - “Humility is important in our work because if we assume that “we know” we close ourselves off to seeing new 
possibilities with the children. Sometimes this may become a challenge even for the most seasoned guides. Because they have 
so much experience, it may become easy to assume that they know everything about children and create a whole set of beliefs 
about them. This can result in getting into ruts and acting without really thinking. Being humble means that we can be open to 
seeing the child in a new light—always open to new possibilities.”   

The first step in becoming a Montessori teacher is to shed omnipotence and to become a joyous observer. If the teacher can 
really enter into the joy of seeing things being born and growing under his own eyes and clothe himself in the garment of 
humility, many delights are reserved for him that are denied to those who assume infallibility and authority in front of the class. 
(To Educate the Human Potential 85) 

We must hold ourselves in humility and observe childhood, observe the individual child, with a view to discover if he himself can 
furnish us with a guide, or lead us to the solution of the problem. (“Progress in Education”) 



THOUGHTFUL QUESTIONS: 

How do we collect observation information?  

What are the media for observation at the 3rd plane?   

What are the pitfalls/challenges/things to be cautious about regarding observation, specifically at the 3rd plane?   

How do we observe well?  How do we prepare ourselves? 

How are adolescents themselves involved?  What can they do to build metacognition? 

How do we observe?  What are effective practices? 

How did I engage the student?  What was working?  What didn’t work?  Advice for other teachers on working with the 
student 

Is observation like being present with adolescents? 

Do you have to do full scientific observation?  How often? 

How important is the observation notes to be written down? 

What are the pitfalls/challenges/things to be cautious about, especially regarding the third plane? 

Do I need to record this information?   

Do I share this information? 

Do I need to make a modification of the environment? 

Do I need to engage the group / community? 

Do I change the implementation? 

Do we really say that people can observe in the way that works for them? OR is there one clear method  

Observation of the self - how am I doing?  How am I feeling?   

What is the frequency of observation?  What is realistic?  

What is the interplay between qualitative team-based sharing of observations and a system of observation practices 

How do we move toward objectivity?  What is the process that is needed / effective? 

Assume bias and build a culture for naming it, discussing it and dealing with it. What is your bias that influences your 
observation? 

GROUP COMMENTARY &  REFLECTIONS 

We need to have a culture of observation among the adults as a scientific team   

Google doc with shared information about observations 

Interview information from families and students themselves - good baseline data longitudinally  

Get information from students at the beginning of each year 

The information can be helpful to all adults working with the adolescent 

At the third plane, participant-observer 



Engagement Observation of Whole Class   

Time chart of engagement  

Map of classroom 

Every 15 minutes put notes where students are located and if they are engaged in work. 

Include location and movement of teacher and their activity 

Amount of time talking  

Observation in multiple situations 

Classroom / lesson 

Activity - practical, seminar, etc. 

Chores 

Small group 

Large group 

Individual work 

Group work 

In strict environments, children who are constantly reminded to “be working” learn very quickly ways to appear busy and still do 
nothing of any use. By contrast, a practiced teacher who observes first may discover several activities that are developmentally 
appropriate/necessary that should not be discouraged and thus avoids creating a state of “always be working”. 

Productive/developmentally useful “non work” in a Casa classroom includes children learning by watching others, navigating 

their environment, making mistakes, meandering (before choosing a specific material) 

Productive/developmentally useful “non work” in an adolescent environment includes:  

talking to peers (bouncing ideas, asking for instruction, asking for help, working together),  
excessive movement (looking for a better place to work, fidgeting from lack of hands-on/experiential work, body language 
communication with peers to create social bonds) 

stillness (taking a mental break from work,  thinking or processing information, hesitancy before forming questions, 
listening to others) 
doodling (seeking creative outlet, processing information, expressing frustration or impatience) 

By practicing purposeful observation during training and requiring it as a part of day to day life in the classroom, a teacher 

learns that it is more beneficial to wait and see than to jump to hasty conclusions. Additionally, this mentality helps avoid the 
common human pitfalls of bias and stereotyping. 

Just be a witness 

Hold it and support the growth and development 

We have to be careful about the easy nature of continue to fill the framework or construct that I already believe. 

There does not need to be one way  

School needs an observation mission statement that is part of the school culture 



Need to create time to document and share observations 

Expectations must be realistic for teachers, amount of time must be realistic 

Schedule is critical in designating a time for the adults to meet and discuss observations (structured time while specialists are 
working with students) 

Meeting to discuss and analyze observational data 

Just being present is different than being a scientific observer.  I might revert to what I already know (or think I know).  Start with 

assess myself and focus on what I’m seeing.  Objective way to gather information, then observe what the data says.   

Observe one anothers classes.   

Involve the adolescent in collecting data/tally about the community.   

We have to work on our own biases and be aware of that in our work that can happen without going through the process of 
scientific observation 

Formal observation takes time … it may take as much as 15 minutes to let go of our own assumptions and expectations, before 
one can really “see” what is before us. 

Ongoing preparation for preparation of the adult.  We need to be constantly aware of our biases. 

Unconscious bias - so how do we surface our unconscious bias, how can we minimize it.  Real 

Peer support.  Peer observation.  Share observations with a peer for feedback.  Adopt a stance of questioning.  I wonder …?  I 

noticed …?  

Walk through for culture of work 

Individual conversation with students 

Particular student focusing on in faculty meetings 

Whole classroom observation 

Practice of Observation: 

Start with questions 

Give models that are flexible with the key aspects clearly delineated 

Observation will help change the mindset of the adult.  Help them see their work more objectively.


